ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Language has their different syntax and rules. A human can take an appropriate meaning of a double meaning word based on flow of sentence or meaning of previous sentence. Some authors write in continuation so a machine can't split the sentence accordingly and confuses in many situations to take right decision.
MT-Engines suffer from many problems like ambiguity, Gender identification, subject reorganization etc. Although, MT-Engines give 10-70% correct translation but it needs 100% for publishing. So it is require that translation should check manually by linguists systematically. Linguist will make some changes for remove linguistic errors (Knight Kevin, 1994) . Translations shall read one by one by linguist for errors and will makes chances according to the need (Michel Simard,2007 ).
If we post-edit all translations then it will not be convenient and expensive also. Translations having minor/little modification suitable for post-editing but how do we decide that a translation has minor changes? To do so, we used various automatic-machine-translation-evaluation metrics and their combination. We can filter-out good translations for post-editing using these evaluation metrics.
RELATED WORK

MT Human Evaluation
MT evaluation task was originated in 1956 by ALPAC. 144 Russian book's sentences were taken for experiment. Some sentences were translated in English by human translators and some from machine. The evaluation result of these sentences found that MT outputs are not fluent and accurate as human translation.
Another effort had taken by Slype in 1978 for MT evaluation. He evaluated SYSTRAN system. The objective of evaluation was not set to correctness of translation where as the aim was to findout cost of corrections. This task has changed the views of peoples about MT evaluation. They were started to think that MT output can be make useful with some minor changes (post-edit). One more experiment performed by Falkedal, 1991 for English-French MT system. MT output and post-edited MT-output compared with human translators and result shown that MT postedited output were better than MT-outputs.
Church and Hovy tried a different trick in 1993 for MT-evaluation. They gave some MT-outputs to human evaluator and asked him some multiple choice questions related to MT-output' information. If the human evaluator is able to answering all questions it means the translation is correct otherwise it is less correct. 
AUTOMATIC MT EVALUATION
Language translation as well as evaluation task performed by human mostly accurate but it has slow and expensive so it requires that we should use machine for MT-evaluation but how can we do this? The idea came in our mind from the task done by Falkedal, 1991 . He compared MToutput with human translation. It means we can evaluate MT-output by comparing machine translation with human translation.
The comparison can be lexicon, syntactic or semantic. Tillmann developed a metric in 1997 named WER(Word Error Rate). It was a lexicon based metric in which word mismatches tried to find between MT-output and human references. A Translation can be too long so find the match is better then find mismatches.
The extension or we can say improvement of WER innovated in 2006 by Snover named TER(Translation Edit Rate). We can compute the score of TER by finding the edits need to make MT-output as human translation. Edit includes number of shifting, deletion, substation and insertion of words in a translation.
BLEU MT-evaluation metric developed in 2002 by Papineni. It is much closer to human evaluation. It is also a lexicon based evaluation metric. Evaluation performed by calculating NGrams precision between MT-output and one or more human references. Short machine translation can get high score by only calculating N-grams precision score so a new parameter included in this metric that is BP(Brevity Penalty). A very short machine translation behind human translation will be penalized. It was mile-stone in automatic MT-evaluation area so that it has been very popular and used.
After a great success of BLEU metric Banerjee and Lavie gave improved idea for MT-evaluation in 2005 named METEOR. They have shown that word matching can be performed on 3 levels and the score of machining calculates as precision and recall. In the first level, we look exact word match between MT and human reference. If some words left in first level due to mismatch so we first extract the root word by removing the stemmed characters for all remaining words and again look for match. If some words left without match in 2 step then look their synonyms in the database and match again remaining words. METEOR gives weight to word position. Number of crosses calculates in matching process for all human references.
Denkowski and Lavie modified METEOR metric in 2010 and 2011. They included one more step in word matching. They found that sentences consisted in some paraphrases so we can collect some similar group of words(Phrase) in a database and replace these phrased in word matching.
POST-EDITING
Post-editing mostly used when MT-output is not enough accurate so it is better to retranslate it some academician and industrialist suggested that it should be post-edited in place of retranslate because it save 40% time (Masselot 2010).
The task of post-Editing stared from a conference which held in London, 1982. V. Lawson gave the idea for contribution of translators to improvement of an MT system. A meeting of SYSTRAN users held in California, April 1981. The aim of this meeting was to co-ordinate the feedback from users.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In brief, the general idea of the work presented in this paper is filter the sentences in two different categories. First category related to those sentences, those can be post-edited and second, includes those sentences, those are fully meaningless and need to retranslation. For do the same, we did according to figure1:- 
CORPUS
Translation task is not a simple task. It varies language to language. Western languages and Indian languages have their different sentence-structure. Sentence's form in western languages is Subject(S) + Verb (V) + Object (O) where as in India languages it is SOV. We use same word for translation in different situations so we have set our particular domain for translation. We have selected Hindi language and tourism domain for the same. We collected 16200 different structures English language-sentences from various web-sites, magazines, news-papers related to tourism and stored them in 162 files. Every file has 100 sentences.
MT-ENGINES
We have selected 1300 English sentences for our experiment. We have used four MT-engines for comparative study. These MT-engines are freely available online. All 1300 sentences translated by following MT-engines:-
1.
Babylon MT-Engine 2.
Microsoft MT-Engine 3.
Google MT-Engine 4.
EBMT MT-Engine
REFERENCES
All automatic MT evaluation metrics match MT-output against correct translation for measure the accuracy and completeness of sentence. These translations are built-up by language experts or linguists. Linguists use different words for same meaning and MT-engines also do the same. So we use more than one human translation for matching. These translations are called here references. We have translated our corpus files from 3 different human translators. One is assistant professor (English Literature) and two translators are M.Tech(CS) students.
HYBRID MT-EVALUATION METRIC
We have been using various automatic evaluation metrics for score the MT since few year. The most used and reliable metric is said BLEU which works on ngram matching the exact words and calculate geometric mean of precision(papinani, 2002) but it does not support stemmed and synonyms words. This facility is given in METEOR MT-evaluation metric (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) . Meteor matches words position-wise and bleu matches Ngram in continuation.
Both techniques work fine but bleu gives good correlation with human. So we have adopted BLEU's Ngram matching technique and METEOR stemmer and synonym feature in our new metric.
We have also computed the score using F-Measure, BLEU and Meteor metrics and compared these score with our new hybrid metric.
CLASSIFICATION
Our aim of experiment is estimate the quality of translation for post-editing so that we can filterout good and bad translations using their evaluation scores. We calculated a threshold for making decision that translation is good or bad by following formula:-
Where as :-
Overall process of our experiment can understand by taking the following example:-
English Sentence:-
Tripura is presently open to tourists and special permits are no longer required. According to above result, we can decide that which translation is good and need little postediting using following comparison:-Is 0.3265(Babylon score) is greater than or equal to 0.2352(threshold) Good Translation Else Bad Translation
As above described strategy, we have computed evaluation scores using all metrics and compared these scores with computed threshold. We have achieved good success. Our results of classification received from this process mentioned in Table3.
As above described strategy, we have computed evaluation scores using all metrics and compared these scores with computed threshold. We have achieved good success. Our results of classification received from this process mentioned in Table3 
CONCLUSION
Machine translation does not fully accurate and fluent it needs minor checks. To save human effort and cost of post-editing, we need to select only those translations out of all translations those can make fully accurate with little modification. We found that calculated result of geometric mean of Ngram precision is much more nearest to human judgment. BLEU metric follow this computation. We can't evaluate MT-output without references and reference can have multiple words of a single meaning so evaluation metric should use some linguistic tools like stemmer, synonyms matcher and phrase-matcher like METEOR metrics. Use of combine features of BLEU and METEOR gives better results. We can use this mechanism for MT-output quality 
